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Multiagent learning is not the answer.It is the question.Peter StoneDepartment of Computer SienesThe University of Texas at Austin1 University Station C0500, Austin, Texas 78712-1188pstone�s.utexas.eduhttp://www.s.utexas.edu/~pstoneArti�ial Intelligene, 117:402{05, 2007.AbstratThe artile by Shoham, Powers, and Grenager alled \If multi-agentlearning is the answer, what is the question?" does a great job of layingout the urrent state of the art and open issues at the intersetion of gametheory and arti�ial intelligene (AI). However, from the AI perspetive,the term \multiagent learning" applies more broadly than an be usefullyframed in game theoreti terms. In this larger ontext, how (and perhapswhether) multiagent learning an be usefully applied in omplex domainsis still a large open question.Shoham, Powers, and Grenager set for themselves the worthwhile goal ofstarting a disussion in the �eld regarding the de�nition, goals, and evaluationriteria of multiagent learning. I agree with them entirely that it is useful to stepbak and identify the existing and possible researh agendas in the �eld, to tryto lassify existing researh, to provide a voabulary for lassifying researh toome, and to identify the hallenging open questions. They provide an exellentstarting point towards all of these ends. As evidened by this speial issue, theirartile has already aomplished their goal.This response is mainly onerned with the emphasis of their artile. Speif-ially, the authors' dislaimers notwithstanding, the artile ouhes the area ofMAL as addressable within the formal framework of game theory. In doingso, the artile an be seen as portraying a potentially very broad AI researharea in somewhat limited terms. Though the authors do aknowledge that notall MAL researh falls within their spei� fous on stohasti games, the ex-eptions they ite are still game theoreti in nature (spei�ally extensive-formgames of inomplete and/or imperfet information).While there is ertainly a great deal of interesting and relevant MAL researhthat is indeed haraterizable within the language of game theory, muh of whih1



is ited in the artile, it is important to aknowledge that the tools and languageof game theory only go so far. The authors do inlude aveats aknowledgingthis notion to some extent and are areful not to make any laims of beingomprehensive in their survey of relevant researh. However, if this disussionis truly intended to address all of MAL, it is important to give �rst lass statusin the agenda and taxonomy to work that is not usefully haraterizable in gametheoreti terms.What makes a problem not usefully haraterizable within game theoretiterms? In priniple, every multiagent enounter an be haraterized as a nor-mal form or extensive form game. But in some ases, it is not only that the"onvergene to an equilibrium is not a goal in and of itself," but that the veryformulation of the enounter as a normal form or extensive form game, if evenpratial, does little to make progress towards a solution.To draw an example from my own researh, soer is undoubtedly a multia-gent enounter. Both in the real game and in the Soer Server system [7℄ usedat RoboCup,1 every player has 10 teammates and 11 opponents, eah atingindependently. The deisions faed by the players, suh as when and where tokik the ball, or where to move when not in possession of the ball are ontinuousin nature, are based on inomplete information, are highly stohasti, must bemade in quik suession (10 times per seond), have strong sequential depen-denies, and may depend on the similarly omplex and rapid deisions of 21other teammates and adversaries. Though none of these properties is individu-ally outside the realm of game theory, in pratie, the sale (or omplexity as itis alled by Shoham et al.) of the problem is suh that there's not muh hope intrying to identify any sort of equilibrium or any other optimal solution oneptfor this interation, at least given urrent methods. Indeed, onsidering robotsoer from a game theoreti perspetive would be muh like onsidering it fromthe perspetive of POMDPs. Formally, yes, robot soer is a partially observ-able Markov deision proess. But the known algorithms for solving POMDPsfall short of saling to suh a problem by many orders of magnitude. Suh amultiagent learning problem must be approahed from a di�erent perspetive.In that ase, from what perspetive should these more omplex multiagentlearning problems be approahed? Indeed, that is the relevant question. Thereis no single orret multiagent learning algorithm | eah problem must beonsidered individually. And in many ases, the question is still whether it ispossible at all. Multiagent learning is the question | not the answer.For example, in my book Layered Learning in Multiagent Systems: A Win-ning Approah to Roboti Soer [10℄, the prinipal question addressed (as statedin Chapter 1) is \Can agents learn to beome individually skilled and to worktogether in the presene of both teammates and adversaries in a real-time, noisyenvironment with limited ommuniation?" The book proeeds to answer thequestion aÆrmatively, but the learning is fairly limited in sope. Indeed a mainhallenge addressed therein, and in any similarly omplex problem domain wherelearning of a omplete deision funtion is not feasible, is whih aspets of the1An international robot soer initiative that hosts an annual ompetition. [3, 11, 6℄2



problem should be learned, and how they should be learned. In the book'sase, the agents learn how to pass and where to pass in the presene of spei�adversaries, but without building any expliit model of the e�ets of their ownations or the likely opponent ations.That book is just one example of many multiagent learning problems thathave been onsidered using non-game-theoreti approahes, and arguably thatshould not be onsidered game theoretially. A partial list of other examples in-ludes ollaborative multi-robot loalization [2℄, distributed network routing [4℄,distributed fatory optimization [9℄, in-ity driving [8℄, traking teams of enemyombatants [13℄, and bidding in autions [12℄.Bidding in autions? That domain is often ited as one of the big suessesof game theory, with many aademis having advised the FCC on their design ofthe high-stakes spetrum autions [1℄. However, it an also be seen as a failureof game theory in the sense that the neessary simpli�ation of the domainhas repeatedly aused the deployment of mehanisms that an, in pratie,be exploited by the bidders [14℄. Similarly, the authors themselves ite theTrading Agent Competition (TAC), as a domain where \it is not reasonableto expet that players ontemplate the entire strategy spae. . . equilibria don'tplay here as great a preditive or presriptive role." In some sense, this isan aknowledgement by the authors that game theory doesn't answer everyquestion. But then in Setion 4.3 they haraterize most of multiagent learningresults as fousing on self play and games with two agents. And their �veagendas for multiagent learning are all haraterized in game theoreti terms(exept perhaps the �fth). Suh a haraterization risks marginalizing muh ofthe multiagent learning work referened above.Perhaps the authors do intend that researh situated in omplex domainsould fall within their taxonomy. Muh of the researh in these settings an beharaterized in similar terms to those put forth by the authors, suh as learninga model of the game or opponent; learning one's own utility, et. And there areindeed examples of suessful abstrations of omplex multiagent interationsto game theoretial terms, inluding in TAC [15℄. But in the more omplexsettings, the issues are bound to di�er, at least to the extent that the abstratanalysis doesn't tell the whole story.Before losing, I would just like to address a few more minor points in theartile.� In Setion 3, the authors state that \in a multiagent setting one annotseparate learning from teahing." However it is important to rememberthat teahing assumes learning | on the part of the other agents. Learn-ing, on the other hand, an take plae without any suh assumptionsabout the learning (or teahing) abilities of the other agents. For exam-ple, Littman and I onsider a set of teahing strategies and analyze howthey interat with various learning (but not teahing) strategies [5℄. Inthat work we demonstrate that teahing and learning an be synergisti,but that having multiple teahers an lead to problems (onsider 2 \bully"agents in the game of Chiken). 3



� Also in Setion 3, the authors state that \there is no a priori reason toexpet that mahine learning tehniques that have proved suessful in AIfor single-agent settings will also prove relevant in the multi-agent setting."While tehnially orret, I think this statement is somewhat misleading inthat there's also no a priori reason that single agent methods an't apply.They may be more or less e�etive when assumptions, suh as domainstationarity, are violated; but e�etive single-agent approahes may stillbe useful �rst-ut solutions in multiagent settings and in some settingsmay prove e�etive | for example in ombination with teahing agentsas suggested above.� In Setion 5, the authors give examples of learning algorithms being usedto ompute properties of the game. Another example that might be addedis that Q-learning omputes the best response poliy to an opponent'sstationary strategy. Note that this observation ties together the authors'disussions of model-based (e.g. best response) and model-free (e.g. Q-learning) approahes in Setions 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.In summary, multiagent learning is de�nitely a good tie between game theoryand AI: there is muh work that falls in the intersetion of these two areas, andthe artile by Shoham, Powers, and Grenager very e�etively haraterizes bothits strengths and urrent limitations. But from an AI perspetive, multiagentlearning should be onsidered more broadly than game theory an address. Inthis ontext, how (and perhaps whether) multiagent learning an be usefullyapplied in omplex domains is still a large open question.AknowledgementsThis work was supported by NSF CAREER award IIS-0237699, ONR YIPaward N00014-04-1-0545, and DARPA grant HR0011-04-1-0035.Referenes[1℄ Peter C. Cramton. The FCC spetrum autions: An early assessment.Journal of Eonomis and Management Strategy, 6(3):431{495, 1997.[2℄ Dieter Fox, Wolfram Burgard, Hannes Kruppa, and Sebastian Thrun.A probabilisti approah to ollaborative multi-robot loalization. Au-tonomous Robots, 2000.[3℄ Hiroaki Kitano, editor. RoboCup-97: Robot Soer World Cup I. SpringerVerlag, Berlin, 1998.[4℄ Mihael L. Littman and Justin A. Boyan. A distributed reinforementlearning sheme for network routing. In Joshua Alspetor, Rodney Good-man, and Timothy X. Brown, editors, Proeedings of the 1993 Interna-tional Workshop on Appliations of Neural Networks to Teleommunia-tions, pages 45{51. Lawrene Erlbaum Assoiates, Hillsdale NJ, 1993.4
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